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Introduction – EBA’s approach to digital finance

 European Commission’s Digital Finance Strategy and Digital 
Finance Package 

 EBA priorities on Digital Finance: 

 to support the scaling of innovative technology cross-
border whilst ensuring high standards of financial sector 
operational resilience and consumer protection

 Digitalisation-related work areas: Reg/SupTech, Digital 
Platforms, Digital Identities, AI, Call for Advice on Digital 
Finance, Regulatory perimeter…

 FinTech Knowledge Hub: statutory duty to monitor 
financial innovation

 Joint-ESAs’ European Forum for Innovation Facilitators, 
established in Jan. 2019 to promote greater supervisory 
coordination and cooperation
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MONITOR
regulatory and supervisory 
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developments in financial 
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are ready for technological 
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Technological 
neutrality



Digitalisation in the banking sector – Market trends

 Main technological advances steering digitalisation and transforming the finance competitive 
landscape, an ICT intensive market:

 connectivity: internet and mobile technology

 cloud computing in place of traditional centralised systems 

 big datasets, network analytics (AI, machine learning) and alternative data (e.g. search engine, e-
commerce data)

 Value chains increasingly more complex and fragmented due to financial intermediation; cross-
border provision of financial services facilitated by digitalisation:

 Payments: PSD2/open banking fostered digital innovation (e.g. mobile wallets, biometrics) and 
competition

 Financial firms leverage on digital platforms (e.g. comparators, ecosystems)

 Increasing use of RegTech in processes such as fraud prevention, AML/CFT, prudential reporting, 
ICT security, creditworthiness assessment
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Digitalisation in the banking sector – interplay 
between market participants
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Google and Deutsche Bank 
partnership to co-innovate 

through Google’s cloud 
capabilities using AI and 

data analytics tools

 Increased dependency on third-parties, including unregulated firms
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Partnership or Joint-ventures Outsourcing

Direct competition Acquisitions

Interactions between incumbent financial 
institutions, FinTechs and BigTechs



Big-Techs entering financial services

 Provision of financial services by Big-Techs in the EU still limited (marketing/distribution vs. final provision)

 It nevertheless requires monitoring (data-network-activities loop)
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Source: BIS (2019), Annual Economic Report
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Big-Techs revenues by sector of activity 1 Regional distribution of Big-Techs subsidiaries
In % In %

The sample includes: 
- Alibaba 
- Alphabet
- Amazon
- Apple
- Baidu
- Facebook
- Grab
- Kakao
- Mercado Libre
- Rakuten
- Samsung
- Tencent
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B = banking licence
C = credit licence
P = payments licence

Market presence in partnership 
or joint venture with other FIs

BigTech has entity within group 
that holds financial licence

Shareholding of BigTech in these 
banks is below 50%

BigTech offers financial services 
both through partnership or JV 
with other FIs and has entity 
within group that holds 
financial licence

Source: BIS (2021)

Big-Techs entering financial services
Licences held by BigTechs in selected jurisdictions



Opportunities and risks stemming from digitalisation
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Opportunities

 Greater convenience, enhanced access for users 
of financial services

 Enhanced efficiency and flexibility at financial 
firms

 Accelerating innovation, higher quality products 
at potentially lower cost

 Increased competition, enhanced Digital Single 
Market

 Enhanced financial inclusion (consumers, SMEs)

Risks

 ICT risks: digital operational resilience, cyber-security, 
outsourcing and third party risk management

 Potential for consumer detriment (e.g., unclear with 
whom customers are contracting, insufficient 
financial/digital literacy)

 Risks in relation to the access, storage, use of 
customer data

 Concentration and interconnectedness risks: 
dominant position of certain providers

 Competition, level-playing field issues 

 New forms of ML/TF risks



Challenges for supervisors
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 Regulatory certainty – delineation regulated/unregulated services, legal definitions in a digital context

 Supervisory coordination across jurisdictions, sectors and other relevant authorities

 Oversight – market and risks monitoring

 Application of governance and conduct rules 

 AML/CTF legislation

 Group supervision – Big-Techs out of scope of sectoral prudential consolidation rules (CRR/CRD, FICOD)

 Level playing field   

 Need of enhanced resources and capabilities at supervisors



Regulation: EU-legislation relating to digital finance
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→DORA
→May not address all the 
risks stemming from the use 
of unregulated third-party 
service providers by financial 
firms

DMA & 
DSA

Focus is not on 
financial services 

MiCA Regulation of markets in 
crypto-assets

PSD2
Currently no 
consolidated 
supervision

FICOD
BigTechs are not likely to 

fall under the scope of 
FICOD supplementary 

supervision
DMFSD

GDPR
Financial institutions may 
benefit from further 
interpretation

Clarifications on 
AML 
responsibilities

Note: Not an exhaustive list of legislation

Proposal on 
AI

AMLR

Direct link to the 
financial sector via 
high-risk use of AI 

systems

Update required 
to make fit for 
digital age



Proposals for the way forward – regulation and supervision
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 Clarity in classifying the cross-border provision of 
digital services

 Consumer protection, conduct issues

 Supervisory oversight over third party service 
providers

 Enhance skills and resources of NCAs to effectively 
monitor digital transformation
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Market-wide Big-Techs

Changes in 
regulatory 
treatment

Structured 
cooperation
with other financial 
and non-financial 
authorities (AML, 

competition…)

Entity based 
regulation

Governance, Intra-
group transactions and 

risk concentrations

Micro-
prudential 

changes 
e.g. CRR amendments
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